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The Recorder Fun Books Big Song Book Featuring More Than Seventy Songs
Using Just Six Different Notes
The Cello Fun Book for Young Students by Larry E. Newman includes many innovative teaching techniques for elementary age
students including: * Extra-large sized notation * Letter names inside the note heads * Limited material per page * Fun, child-
centered graphics * Online Scorch Play-a-long files * Online videos For school discounts up to 50%, please visit
www.musicfunbooks.com
A great first violin book for the very young student featuring extra large notation, letters inside the note heads, fingerings, plus
coloring and activity pages. For multiple school orders, please contact us for a discount code good for up to 40% off the cover
price at www.violinfunbook.com
With the Harry Potter film series now complete, Alfred Music and Warner Bros. Entertainment are proud to present easy piano
arrangements from the eight epic films together in one collectible volume. For the first time ever, 37 sheet music selections by
John Williams, Patrick Doyle, Nicholas Hooper, and Alexandre Desplat are collected along with eight pages of color stills from The
Sorcerer's Stone to The Deathly Hallows, Part 2. By popular request, "Leaving Hogwarts" from The Sorcerer's Stone appears in
this collection for the first time. It's a perfect gift for pianists of all ages who love the music of Harry Potter. Titles: * Diagon Alley *
Family Portrait * Harry's Wondrous World * Hedwig's Theme * Leaving Hogwarts * Nimbus 2000 * Voldemort * The Chamber of
Secrets * Fawkes the Phoenix * Buckbeak's Flight * Double Trouble * Hagrid the Professor * Harry in Winter * Hogwarts March *
Potter Waltz * This Is the Night * Dumbledoreäó»s Army * Fireworks * Loved Ones and Leaving * Professor Umbridge *
Dumbledore's Farewell * Harry and Hermione * In Noctem * When Ginny Kissed Harry * Farewell to Dobby * Godric's Hollow
Graveyard * Harry and Ginny * Obliviate * Ron Leaves * Snape to Malfoy Manor * Courtyard Apocalypse * Harry's Sacrifice * Lily's
Lullaby * Lily's Theme * A New Beginning * Severus and Lily * Statues
More than seventy songs using just six different notes.
(Schott). Although the recorder is often the instrument with which children will make their first musical discoveries, it is also an
instrument of the highest artistic merit. This series links these two extremes, providing a carefully planned pathway between first
contact with the instrument and professional recorder playing. The three tutor books are suitable for use both with small groups
and for individual tuition. Progress is made in small steps, placing great value on consistent work with breathing, sound production
and the development of rhythmic security. Books feature carefully planned, precisely formulated exercises. Tutor Book 3
completes the range up to C3, at which point the treble recorder can be introduced.
"Spurious Correlations ... is the most fun you'll ever have with graphs."--Bustle Military intelligence analyst and Harvard Law
student Tyler Vigen illustrates the golden rule that "correlation does not equal causation" through hilarious graphs inspired by his
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viral website. Is there a correlation between Nic Cage films and swimming pool accidents? What about beef consumption and
people getting struck by lightning? Absolutely not. But that hasn't stopped millions of people from going to tylervigen.com and
asking, "Wait, what?" Vigen has designed software that scours enormous data sets to find unlikely statistical correlations. He
began pulling the funniest ones for his website and has since gained millions of views, hundreds of thousands of likes, and tons of
media coverage. Subversive and clever, Spurious Correlations is geek humor at its finest, nailing our obsession with data and
conspiracy theory.
Finally, a trumpet book with appeal to kids that focuses on fundamentals taught through songs that young people love to play.
Author Larry E. Newman (Beginning Band Fun Book series) created this book to be used as a first year beginning method or as a
second year review and continuing book for the progressing intermediate student. The book is crammed with tons of musical
examples, scales, arpeggios, songs, solos, duets and trios. Mix and match the trumpet book with other instrument books in this
collection to create customized woodwind and brass groups.
This fast-paced action novel is set in a future where the world has been almost destroyed. Like the award-winning novel Freak the
Mighty, this is Philbrick at his very best. It's the story of an epileptic teenager nicknamed Spaz, who begins the heroic fight to bring
human intelligence back to the planet. In a world where most people are plugged into brain-drain entertainment systems, Spaz is
the rare human being who can see life as it really is. When he meets an old man called Ryter, he begins to learn about Earth and
its past. With Ryter as his companion, Spaz sets off an unlikely quest to save his dying sister -- and in the process, perhaps the
world.
Eighty-three popular piano classics arranged for the beginning student are accompanied by a short history of each piece and advice on
playing each arrangement.5NjBwBT
Learn all your favorite Christmas songs now on the easy and fun-to-play recorder! Musicians young and old alike will enjoy mastering these
well-known Christmas tunes. The book features big, easy-to-read notes, a beginner's guide to playing the recorder, and a clear, simple
introduction to reading music. Nine of your favorite Christmas carols and melodies are included. Titles: Good King Wenceslas * Hark! The
Herald Angels Sing * Jingle Bells * Jolly Old St. Nicholas * Joy to the World * O Christmas Tree * O Little Town of Bethlehem * Silent Night *
We Wish You a Merry Christmas
"When six students are chosen to participate in a weekly talk with no adults allowed, they discover that when they're together, it's safe to
share the hopes and fears they have to hide from the rest of the world"--
(Essential Elements Recorder). The new Essential Elements Classroom Method for Recorder is designed for today's classroom, including
easy-to-use technology features that enhance the learning experience for any teaching situation. Essential Elements for Recorder is an
effective tool for introducing or reinforcing general music concepts, as an introduction to ensemble performance (band, orchestra, and choir),
or for individual or small group instruction. Includes over 130 songs, instrument basics, music reading, duets and rounds, music history, and a
fingering chart.
Finally, a recorder book with appeal to kids that focuses on fundamentals taught through songs that young people love to play. Author Larry
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E. Newman (The Recorder Fun Book) created this book to be used as a first year beginning method or as a second year review and
continuing book for the progressing intermediate student. The book is crammed with tons of musical examples, scales, arpeggios, songs,
solos, duets and trios plus dozens of fun, kid-centered illustrations. There are play-a-long mp3s available to help motivate students and make
playing fun. This book makes a great follow-up to The Recorder Fun Book since the first part of the book provides lots of review and the
remainder of the book introduces new notes and concepts. With more than one-hundred pages, this book has it all.
The Recorder Fun Book's Big Song BookFeaturing More Than Seventy Songs Using Just Six Different NotesCreatespace Independent Pub
(Instrumental Folio). This monstrous collection includes instrumental solos of more than 70 Disney classics: Beauty and the Beast * Can You
Feel the Love Tonight * Friend like Me * It's a Small World * Mickey Mouse March * A Pirate's Life * Reflection * The Siamese Cat Song * A
Spoonful of Sugar * Trashin' the Camp * Under the Sea * We're All in This Together * Written in the Stars * You've Got a Friend in Me * Zip-A-
Dee-Doo-Dah * and dozens more.
Teach how to play recorder for kids with our easy recorder lessons for kids. ***Comes with online access to free recorder videos and audio
demonstrating all examples. See and hear how each one is played by a teacher, then play along with the backing band. Also includes music
score and recorder animation for easy music learning.*** "Great teaching tool. I love the fact you can play just a note and get a great
accompaniment to make it sound interesting. It enables me to focus on getting a great sound before moving on." - A.M. Weavers [Amazon]
Progressive Recorder Method for Young Beginners - Book 1 contains all you need to know to start teaching kids to play recorder - in one
easy-to-follow, lesson-by-lesson children’s recorder tutorial. Suitable for children aged 4 to 8 years and all brands of tenor and descant
recorders. No prior knowledge of how to read music or playing the recorder is required to teach a child to learn to play recorder from this
book. Teach your child: • How to play recorder notes for kids • All the fundamental techniques of recorder playing including correct posture,
hand position, fingering and breathing • Basic recorder theory for kids including how to read music • How to tune a recorder • Recorder tips
for kids that every child should know when learning recorder • Shortcuts for how to learn recorder fast by getting the most from recorder
practice sessions Contains everything you need to know about how to teach a child to play recorder today. Features include: • Progressive
step-by-step easy recorder lessons written by a professional children’s recorder teacher • Beautifully illustrated in full color throughout •
Easy-to-read recorder music for kids with lyrics to sing a long and chords for guitar or piano accompaniment • Recorder note chart • 42 great
sounding recorder exercises and popular easy recorder songs for kids Kids recorder lessons have never been this easy for parents and
teachers who want to teach children to learn how to play the recorder, fast. LearnToPlayMusic.com's recorder lessons for kids are used by
children’s recorder teachers worldwide to teach how to play recorder for kids. For over 30 years, our team of professional authors,
composers and musicians have crafted music lesson books that are a cut above the rest. We offer a large selection of music lessons for kids
that cover many different instruments in print, eBook and app formats. Awarded the 'Quality Excellence Design' (QED) seal of approval for
eBook innovation, LearnToPlayMusic.com continues to set the standard for quality children’s music education resources.
DK's How to Play the Recorder is a highly visual and user-friendly guide for anyone learning to play the recorder on their own, and it is also a
perfect companion to recorder lessons. The book is structured in a way that challenges readers without overwhelming them. Notes are clearly
introduced at appropriate stages with specially selected musical pieces that provide context and a sense of achievement. A range of useful
hints and tips offer additional guidance and encouragement.
Bestselling author Sherman Alexie tells the story of Junior, a budding cartoonist growing up on the Spokane Indian Reservation. Determined
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to take his future into his own hands, Junior leaves his troubled school on the rez to attend an all-white farm town high school where the only
other Indian is the school mascot. Heartbreaking, funny, and beautifully written, The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian, which is
based on the author's own experiences, coupled with poignant drawings by Ellen Forney that reflect the character's art, chronicles the
contemporary adolescence of one Native American boy as he attempts to break away from the life he was destined to live. With a forward by
Markus Zusak, interviews with Sherman Alexie and Ellen Forney, and four-color interior art throughout, this edition is perfect for fans and
collectors alike.
While all the large monsters sleep a little monster records their snores for a special project.
(Recorder). This great pack includes three Recorder Fun songbooks ( Disney Collection, Disney Favorites, Princess Collection ) with a high-
quality recorder. You get over 20 songs in all, including: Beauty and the Beast * Can You Feel the Love Tonight? * A Dream Is a Wish Your
Heart Makes * It's a Small World * A Whole New World * You've Got a Friend in Me * and more.
A fun way to learn to play the recorder and read music. Contains 48 favorite melodies with lyrics and chord symbols, plus a piano/guitar chord
chart. Also contains theory games, duets and a trio!
Written for easy recorder, this book features big, easy-to-read notes, a beginner's guide to playing the recorder, and a clear, simple
introduction to reading music. Seven of the most well-known Star Wars themes and melodies are included. Titles: * Star Wars (Main Theme)
* May the Force Be with You ("The Force Theme") * The Imperial March ("Darth Vader's Theme") * Princess Leia's Theme * Duel of the Fates
* Yoda's Theme * The Throne Room (and End Title)
Lots of fun and easy recorder tunes for young students. A great supplement or follow-up book to The Recorder Fun Book.
This delightful book features easy to read and play songs for kids along with coloring pages opposite each song. Every selection is presented
twice - once with letters inside the oversized note heads and a second time without the letters. Beautiful original artwork makes this book a
treasured keepsake of your child's early musical and artistic efforts. (Available for recorder, string, woodwind and brass instruments.)
What is a conjunction? You'll find the answer inside this book—because it's chock-full of conjunctions! Brian P. Cleary's playful yet informative
rhymes and Brian Gable's humorous but helpful illustrations creatively clarify the concept of conjunctions for young readers. Key conjunctions
appear in color for easy identification, and comical cats reinforce each idea. While you read this book aloud, share in the delight of the
sense—and nonsense—of words.
Recorder Solos
(Manuscript Paper). This 1-1/4 -thick edition is the ultimate book of staff paper perfect for students, teachers, or any musician! It includes 512
perforated pages with 12 staves per page, plus a helpful music notation guide. 8-1/2 x 11 .
"Songs ... chosen to teach musical concepts, to teach children about cultures aorund the world, to provide songs for performance throughout
the school year and to teach children about Canada."--Publisher's web site.
OK, teachers...admit it...it's not JUST the students who are hoping for a snow day at your school, right? Well, the students and the faculty in
this fun-filled 20-minute mini-musical are pleasantly surprised to learn that they share this common wintertime wish. But, with this exciting
music and witty rhyming script, don't be surprised when you and your students unanimously agree that The Big Chill is a big THRILL!
Recommended for grades K-6. Performance Time: Approximately 20 minutes. Staging Suggestions included. You may also try using a "multi-
generational" cast, involving both students and faculty from your school. "Wintertime" theme, appropriate from November through March!
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"Aimed at complete beginners, children can easily follow the clear and simple diagrams and photos to learn their first notes, play fun tunes
and gain confidence playing their first recorder! This great beginner's book also provides a great introduction to reading and playing music,
includes a fun pull-out Wall Chart to help with practice, and will have kids playing their first tunes in no time." --P. [4] of cover.
(Instrumental Folio). This mammoth collection includes instrumental solos of more than 70 Disney classics: Beauty and the Beast * Can You
Feel the Love Tonight * Friend like Me * It's a Small World * Mickey Mouse March * A Pirate's Life * Reflection * The Siamese Cat Song * A
Spoonful of Sugar * Trashin' the Camp * Under the Sea * We're All in This Together * Winnie the Pooh * Written in the Stars * You've Got a
Friend in Me * Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah * and dozens more.
Fun And Easy Recorder Sheet Music For Beginners simple and popular tunes sheet music with letters chords lyrics beautiful illustrations
perfect for beginners great gift Buy and Play! :) 40 Simple Recorder Songs For Beginners: Mary Had a Little Lamb Twinkle Twinkle Little Star
Can Can Baa, Baa, Black Sheep Ode To Joy Skip To My Lou The Mulberry Bush This Old Man Row, Row, Row Your Boat Three Blind Mice
When The Saints Go Marching In The Grand Old Duke Of York The Muffin Man Lavender's Blue Jingle Bells Kum Ba Yah Alphabet Song Oh!
Susanna London Bridge Old MacDonald Are You Sleeping? Brahms' Lullaby Amazing Grace Clementine (Oh, My Darling) A-Tisket, A-Tasket
Drunken Sailor Girls and Boys Happy Birthday Hickory Dickory Dock Humpty Dumpty My Bonnie Lies Over The Ocean Hot Cross Buns Polly
Put The Kettle On Pop! Goes the Weasel Rock-A-Bye, Baby Scarborough Fair Silent Night Oranges And Lemons Ring a Ring o' Roses
Hush, Little Baby
From the author of The Recorder Fun Book (also available on amazon), this book for beginning recorder classes features over-sized notation
with two versions of each song - one with the letters inside the note heads and one without. With more than seventy songs included, The Big
Song Book uses just six basic notes (G, A, B, C, D and E). A great book to get your recorder students up and playing lots of music quickly.
(Easy Guitar). 100 songs from The King's career, all arranged for easy guitar without tab. Includes: All Shook Up * An American Trilogy * Are
You Lonesome Tonight? * Blue Hawaii * Blue Suede Shoes * Burning Love * Can't Help Falling in Love * Don't Be Cruel (To a Heart That's
True) * G.I. Blues * Good Luck Charm * Heartbreak Hotel * Hound Dog * It's Now or Never * Jailhouse Rock * Love Me Tender * Memories *
Return to Sender * (Let Me Be Your) Teddy Bear * Treat Me Nice * Viva Las Vegas * and more.
Features big, easy-to-read notes for nine original songs from the movie.
This is the piano accompaniment book to The Beginning Band Fun Book method. The method is written specifically for elementary students
by elementary band teachers, this popular band method features extra-large sized notation, letter names inside the note heads, limited
material per page, fun, child centered graphics, online video tutorials and much more. This exceptional method is one of the few on the
market that targets the elementary age band student. The focus on playing recognizable tunes and while having fun makes this the perfect
book for the young musician.
Beginning pianists of all ages will thrill to this compilation of 57 piano classics, ranging from standards such as Chopsticks and Can Can to
classical works by Rachmaninoff, Mozart, other composers. Perfect for practicing, MP3 files are included for each song.
Written for easy recorder, this book and recorder pack gives you everything you need to start playing today! The book features big, easy-to-
read notes, a beginner's guide to playing the recorder, and a clear, simple introduction to reading music. Includes a red recorder. Seven
themes from the first four Harry Potter movies are included. Titles: Double Trouble * Fawkes the Phoenix * Harry's Wondrous World *
Hedwig's Theme * Hogwarts Forever! * Hogwarts' March * Nimbus 2000.
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